
 
תולדות פרשת   

Week #78 

HALACHOS REGARDING WARMING FOOD 

Some areas of the blech have a temperature of “Yad Soledes Bo”, and some areas are not as hot. Is it 

permissible to move food from a cooler area to an area where it can reach “Yad Soledes Bo”? 

Whether it is permissible to move the food to the hotter area depends on where the food was before the onset of 

Shabbos. 

 If the food was on a cooler area of the blech before the onset of Shabbos where it could not reach “Yad Soledes 

Bo”, then it is forbidden to be moved to the hotter area on Shabbos. 

 However, if the food was on the area of “Yad Soledes Bo” before the onset of Shabbos and it was subsequently 

moved to the cooler area, it is permissible to move it back to the area of the blech where it could reach “Yad 

Soledes Bo”.
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  Similarly, one may move it to a larger flame on the blech as well. 

  

Is it permissible to move a pot/pan that was on top of another pot/pan on the blech to an area directly on the 

blech? 

The permissibility of moving a pot/pan that is on top of another pot/pan is also dependent on where it was before 

the onset of Shabbos. 

 If the pot/pan was not directly on the blech at the beginning of Shabbos, it is forbidden to be placed directly on 

the blech.
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 However, if the pot/pan was directly on the blech at the beginning of Shabbos and it was subsequently placed on 

top of another pot/pan, it is permissible in this case to move it back to an area directly on the blech.  

 

If one forgot to place the cooked or baked chicken / kugel / soup / cholent on the blech before Shkiah to warm 

up for the Shabbos meal but realized while it is still “Bein HaShmashos”, what is permissible to be done at that 

point? 

 Since cooked cholent and baked chicken are significant foods for Seudas Shabbos, the Halacha of “Issur 

D’Rabanan muttar L’tzorech Mitzva Bein Hashmashos” applies and both may be placed on the blech even during 

“Bein Hashmashos” if one forgot to do so earlier. Note that the period of “Bein Hashmashos”  is approximately ½ 

hour after Shkiah. 

 Kugel may be placed on a heating element during “Bein Hashmashos” if one forgot to do so earlier only in the case 

that it will make a significant difference to the meal. (For example, if it is one of the only side dishes that will be 

served.) 
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 It is a Machlokes Ha’Poskim if cooked soup that was cooled is a D’Rabbanan. Therefore, In this case one should 

consult one’s Rav. 

 If a pan has frost on it, one may not place it on a heating element since the frost was not precooked.  

 

During the period of “Bein Hashmashos”, may one wrap a pot that is hot in a towel to retain the heat?  

Yes, one may wrap the pot in a towel if it is still within the period of “Bein Hashmashos”, since Hatmana to retain 

heat is permitted during “Bein Hashmashos”. 4 

If the “Bein Hashmashos” time period has already passed, one may wrap the “Hot Pot”/urn only if the towel is 

left significantly open so that the extent of the insulation is affected. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: The above two leniencies of Bein Hashmashos do not apply to a woman who was automatically Mekabel Shabbos with Hadlakas Neiros, or a man 

who was automatically Mekabel Shabbos in Shul when the Shul said “Bo’i Kallah”. If someone was Mekabel Shabbos orally by himself before Shabbos, the above 

leniencies are applicable.5 

                                                           
1
א''ס' ד סי''ח ח''מ או''אג   

2
א''ק י''ז ס''ל' סיא ''חזו   

3
א''ב ס''שמ' סי   
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א''ז ס''רנ' סי   
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ל''ח בביה''ק כ''א ס''רס' סי   


